Gate monitor at every entrance verifying compliance with local PPE and social distancing regulations.

*Scenario 2:*
**Warm ups.**
Almost 20,000 square feet of space for each team to warm up. Making social distancing simple.

Playground and other park facilities will be closed.

Playground and other park facilities will be closed.

*Scenario 1:*
**Game in progress.**
Bases loaded. All players are greater than 6-feet apart.

*Scenario 3:*
**Pre-game warm ups.**
Over 2,500 sf of space for infield and over 5,000 sf of space for outfield to warm up (per team). Infield and outfield are both in groups less than 10. More than enough room for social distancing.

*Scenario 4:*
**Dugout and Spectator Areas.**
See enlarged plan for more information.
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Restrooms to be cleaned and sanitized at regular intervals per local health department regulations.

Roving park director will monitor social distancing and PPE at shelters and restrooms.

Viability of concession stand per local health department regulations.

Plenty of room behind back stop and down foul lines for spectators to maintain social distancing measures.

Dugout size increased for greater player spacing. See enlarged plan.

Viability of concession stand per local health department regulations.
Spectator Area

Enlarged Dugout. Plenty of room for social distancing. Only active players can be in the dugout. Total player group 10 or less.

Additional Dugout. This space is for substitute players. Separate space allows for more room for social distancing. Total player group less than 10.

Coaches Dugout. Max of four coaches. Keeps coaches and players separate.

Enlarged Dugout. Plenty of room for social distancing. Only active players can be in the dugout. Total player group 10 or less.

Dugout Distancing
All restrooms will be cleaned and sanitized at regular intervals and standards set by the local health department.

Picnic tables adjusted or removed to maintain proper social distancing.

Lines for restrooms will include marking to maintain social distancing.

Restroom capacity to be set forth by the local health department.

Roving park director will monitor social distancing and PPE at shelters and restrooms.

Restroom and Shelter Distancing
Gate monitor at every entrance verifying compliance with local PPE and social distancing regulations. Temperature monitoring optional per municipality.

Cones set up to designate entrance and exit pathways to incoming and outgoing players and families to maintain social distance regulations.

Park Entrance and Exit Distancing
**SOCIAL DISTANCING SUCCESS PLAN**
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**BALLPARK AT FULL CAPACITY**

* Complete social distancing occurring on all fields and in all stands.

* Protocols in place and roving monitors to verify compliance.

* Adherence to local city and/or county guidelines for restrooms and concessions.

---

**Game Switch Transition:**

* Teams to play next warm-up in the outfield. As noted earlier, social distancing can still be achieved.

* Parents for the team to play next shall stay in their cars.

* When the game ends, the leaving team sanitizes the dugout area. There are no post-game talks at the fields.

* Parents and players of the game that just ended leave right away for their cars.

* The team to play next does not leave the outfield until the prior team has finished sanitizing and is completely out of the dugout.

* Parents for the team to play next shall stay in their vehicles until the game is about to start and the previous parents and players are in their cars.
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The infield of a softball field is over 10,000 sf in size. At most this would have 16 total players, coaches, and umpires at one time during a game, or approx 625 sf of space per person. This is like placing a single player in the space of a average high school classroom. Furthermore, this is the equivalent of 4 people in a typical 2,500 sf restaurant space.

A small softball field is almost 32,000 sf in size and could fit approximately thirteen 2,500 sf average sized restaurants in it just between the foul lines. This provides a considerable amount space for social distancing.

On average approx 4,500 sf of space for spectators can be provided per diamond. With an average of 30 players total for both teams, this provides 150 sf of space for one player's spectators to be in. This is equivalent to the size of a typical home's spare bedroom. On average there are two spectators per player for that 150 sf.